EU Declaration of Conformity (DoC)

We:
Company Name: AutomationDirect.com
Postal address: 3505 Hutchinson Road
City: Cumming
State: Georgia
Postal Code: 30040
Telephone: (800) 633-0405

Declare that the DoC is issued under sole responsibility and belongs to the following products:
ProSense - Digital Pressure Sensor
QPSH-AN-42
QPSH-AP-42
QPSL-AN-42
QPSL-AP-42

The objects of the declaration describe above is in conformity with the relevant Union harmonization legislation:
EMC: 2014/30/EU
LV: 2014/35/EU
RoHS2: 2011/65/EU

The following harmonized standards and technical specification have been applied:
Title, Date of standard/specification:
EN 61326-1: 2013
EN 61010-1: 2010
EN 50581: 2012

Notes:

Signed for and on behalf of;
Cumming GA 2019 / 04 / 02
Place of issue yyyy-mm-dd

Joshua Waters Product Engineer
Name Function
Signature